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1 Appendix

As is common in divisible-good bargaining models, we assume that D accepts an offer if he

is indifferent between accepting and rejecting it. We present the results in roughly the same

order as they were discussed in the main text.

1.1 The Ultimatum-Offer Crisis Bargaining Game with Complete
Information and D is Dissatisfied (No Public Demand Al-
lowed)

When D is dissatisfied (i.e., q < p− cD), there is a unique SPE in which D accepts any offer

(y, 1 − y) such that y ≥ p − cD and goes to war for any lower offer, and S offers exactly

y∗ = p− cD.

1.2 D Can Make a Public Demand (Complete Information)

We first present the “partial equilibrium” results (when D is dissatisfied to begin with, i.e.,

q < p− cD), i.e., we present the SPE of the crisis bargaining subgame when D makes a low,

medium, large, or extreme public demand. We then discuss the SPE of the entire game, i.e.,

including the demand stage.

1.2.1 Low Public Demand, τD ≤ q (< p− cD)

The above result still holds. Note that no audience cost is paid in the status quo q or in the

agreement y∗ = p− cD.

1.2.2 Medium Public Demand, q < τD ≤ p− cD

Now D’s status quo payoff becomes q − aD(τD − q) rather than q (hence D prefers war to

the status quo even more), but no audience cost is paid in the agreement y∗ = p− cD, and
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so the above result still holds.

1.2.3 Large/Extreme Public Demand, p− cD < τD

Now suppose that τD is large enough that D starts paying an audience cost in S’s usual

proposal y∗ = p − cD, so that D now prefers war over this agreement, and hence S has to

offer more than y∗ in order to avoid war.

In any SPE, D goes to war (rather than opting for the status quo) if he gets too low

an offer. Therefore, he must accept any offer that makes him at least as well off as going

to war. For any τD > p − cD, let y∗∗ denote the offer that makes him indifferent between

accepting it and going to war (note that the usual proposal y∗ = p − cD will not do, since

p − cD < τD), and suppose that y∗∗ < τD (we will verify this below), so that leader D’s

personal payoff for accepting y∗∗ is actually y∗∗ − aD(τD − y∗∗). Then, to solve for y∗∗, we

set y∗∗ − aD(τD − y∗∗) = p − cD, which simplifies to y∗∗ = p−cD+aDτD
1+aD

. Setting this strictly

less than τD and simplifying, we get τD > p − cD, which is indeed the case. Note that

p− cD < y∗∗ < τD.

Thus, when τD > p − cD, D’s strategy in any SPE is to accept any offer (y, 1 − y) such

that y ≥ y∗∗ = p−cD+aDτD
1+aD

and go to war for any lower offer. The only question that remains

is whether S prefers to offer y∗∗ or to instead propose some y < y∗∗, which leads to war.

Offering y∗∗ is strictly preferred if and only if 1 − y∗∗ > 1 − p − cS, which simplifies to

τD < (p+cS)(1+aD)−p+cD
aD

. In contrast, offering some y < y∗∗ is strictly preferred if and only if

τD > (p+cS)(1+aD)−p+cD
aD

. Therefore, let us denote this threshold by τDwar , the “war-threshold.”

Note that τDwar > p+ cS simplifies to cS + cD > 0, which is indeed the case.

Thus, when p−cD < τD < τDwar (let us call this a large public demand), there is a unique

SPE in which S offers y∗∗, and when τDwar < τD (let us call this an extreme public demand),
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S proposes some y < y∗∗ in every SPE, and war occurs. If τD = τDwar , then S is indifferent

between proposing y∗∗ and some y < y∗∗, and hence can be choosing either, or mixing.

1.2.4 SPE of the Entire Game

These partial equilibrium results are graphically illustrated in Figure 2. Note from the

figure that in the entire game, i.e., including the public demand stage, any demand level

τD ∈ [0, 1] is a SPE demand level, because each demand level leads to leader D’s personal

payoff to be p − cD, and hence he is indifferent among all demand levels. However, for

any p − cD < τD < τDwar , S offers more than what she would in the model without public

demands, and hence public demands can be used to generate bargaining leverage and force

the other side to make more concessions than it otherwise would.

1.3 The Ultimatum-Offer Crisis Bargaining Game with Incom-
plete Information and Both Types of D are Dissatisfied (No
Public Demand Allowed)

The following result simply describes the well-known “risk-return tradeoff” result.

Proposition 1 In all PBE type cDl
accepts all offers (y, 1 − y) such that y ≥ p − cDl

and

goes to war for any lower offer, and type cDh
accepts all offers (y, 1−y) such that y ≥ p−cDh

and goes to war for any lower offer. (a) If s > s∗, where s∗ =
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS

∈ (0, 1), then S makes

the large offer y∗ = p− cDl
, which both types accept, and war is avoided. (b) If s < s∗, then

S makes the small offer y∗ = p − cDh
, which only type cDh

accepts; type cDl
rejects it and

goes to war instead. (c) If s = s∗, then S is indifferent between making the large offer and

making the small offer, and hence can be choosing either, or mixing between them (but does

not make any other offer with positive probability).
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PROOF: When both types are dissatisfied (i.e., q < p − cDh
), then in any PBE, type

cDl
accepts all offers (y, 1 − y) such that y ≥ p − cDl

and goes to war for any lower offer,

and type cDh
accepts all offers (y, 1 − y) such that y ≥ p − cDh

and goes to war for any

lower offer. Therefore, making the small offer of p− cDh
(which only cDh

accepts) is strictly

preferred by S over making the large offer of p− cDl
(which both types accept) if and only if

s[1−p− cS]+ (1− s)[1−p+ cDh
] > 1−p+ cDl

, which simplifies to s <
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS

≡ s∗ ∈ (0, 1).

Alternatively, if s > s∗, then offering p − cDl
is strictly preferred over offering p − cDh

, and

when s = s∗, then the offers of p − cDl
and p − cDh

give S the same expected utility. It is

easy to see that no other offer can ever be a best response. Q.E.D.

1.4 D Can Make a Public Demand (Incomplete Information)

We now present the analysis of the public demand model with incomplete information when

both types of D begin the interaction dissatisfied (i.e., q < p− cDh
). The following proposi-

tion, from which Figure 4 is derived, describes S’s optimal offer (depending on her beliefs)

upon observing any given demand level τD. It is used in the proofs of the subsequent results.

Recall from the complete-information results that when D demands τD > p − cD, then

his reservation value becomes y∗∗ = p−cD+aDτD
1+aD

rather than p − cD, and that when τD >

τDwar =
(p+cS)(1+aD)−p+cD

aD
(> p+ cS), then y∗∗ > p+ cS (and hence S prefers to allow war to

occur rather than offer y∗∗). Because there are now two types of D that differ in their cost

of war, we use y∗∗(cD) and τDwar(cD). Note that because τDwar is strictly increasing in cD, it

is the case that τDwar(cDh
) > τDwar(cDl

).

Proposition 2 In any PBE of the public demand model with incomplete information, let

s′(τD) ∈ [0, 1] denote the posterior probability that S assigns to D being type cDl
upon ob-
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serving public demand level τD (if τD is being chosen with positive probability, then s′(τD)

is derived using Bayes’ rule, otherwise it is an off-the-equilibrium-path belief). Then in any

PBE, it is the case that:

(a) If τD ≤ p − cDh
, then (i) S’s unique best response is to offer p − cDh

if s′(τD) <

scritical =
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS

∈ (0, 1), (ii) S’s unique best response is to offer p− cDl
if s′(τD) > scritical,

and (iii) S is indifferent between these two offers if s′(τD) = scritical, and hence can be

choosing either of them, or mixing between them, but cannot be choosing any other offer with

positive probability.

(b) If p − cDh
< τD ≤ p − cDl

, then (i) S’s unique best response is to offer y∗∗(cDh
) if

s′(τD) < scritical =
(cDh

−cDl
)+aD[(p−cDl

)−τD]

(cDh
+cS)+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

∈ (0, 1), (ii) S’s unique best response is to offer

p−cDl
if s′(τD) > scritical, and (iii) S is indifferent between these two offers if s′(τD) = scritical,

and hence can be choosing either of them, or mixing between them, but cannot be choosing

any other offer with positive probability.

(c) If p − cDl
< τD < τDwar(cDl

), then (i) S’s unique best response is to offer y∗∗(cDh
)

if s′(τD) < scritical =
cDh

−cDl

cS+cDh
+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

∈ (0, 1), (ii) S’s unique best response is to offer

y∗∗(cDl
) if s′(τD) > scritical, and (iii) S is indifferent between these two offers if s′(τD) =

scritical, and hence can be choosing either of them, or mixing between them, but cannot be

choosing any other offer with positive probability.

(d) If τD = τDwar(cDl
), then (i) S’s unique best response is to offer y∗∗(cDh

) if s′(τD) < 1,

and (ii) S’s set of best responses is all y ≤ y∗∗(cDl
) if s′(τD) = 1.

(e) If τDwar(cDl
) < τD < τDwar(cDh

), then (i) S’s unique best response is to offer y∗∗(cDh
)

if s′(τD) < 1, and (ii) S’s set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
) if s′(τD) = 1.

(f) If τD = τDwar(cDh
), then (i) S’s set of best responses is all y ≤ y∗∗(cDh

) if s′(τD) < 1,
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and (ii) S’s set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
) if s′(τD) = 1.

(g) If τDwar(cDh
) < τD, then (i) S’s set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDh

) if s′(τD) < 1,

and (ii) S’s set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
) if s′(τD) = 1.

PROOF: We will suppress notation by denoting s′(τD) simply by s′.

Case (a): τD ≤ p − cDh
. At this demand level, cDh

accepts any y ≥ p − cDh
, and cDl

accepts any y ≥ p − cDl
. Therefore, S strictly prefers to make the small offer p − cDh

over

the big offer p− cDl
if and only if s′[1− p− cS] + (1− s′)[1− p+ cDh

] > 1− p+ cDl
, which

simplifies to s′ <
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS

≡ scritical ∈ (0, 1). Note that this is the same threshold (s∗) as in

the model without public demands.

Case (b): p − cDh
< τD ≤ p − cDl

. At this demand level, cDh
accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDh

),

and cDl
accepts any y ≥ p−cDl

. Therefore, S strictly prefers to make the small offer y∗∗(cDh
)

over the big offer p− cDl
if and only if s′[1 − p− cS] + (1− s′)[1− y∗∗(cDh

)] > 1− p + cDl
,

which simplifies to s′ <
(cDh

−cDl
)+aD[(p−cDl

)−τD]

(cDh
+cS)+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

≡ scritical ∈ (0, 1). Note that ∂scritical
∂τD

=

−aD(1+aD)(cS+cDl
)

{(cS+cDh
)+aD[(p+cS)−τD]}2 < 0, and hence scritical is strictly decreasing in τD, as seen in Figure

4. Note that at τD = p − cDl
, scritical =

cDh
−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
. This is the minimum value of

scritical for any τD ∈ [0, 1].

Case (c): p− cDl
< τD < τDwar(cDl

). At this demand level, cDh
accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDh

),

and cDl
accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDl

). Therefore, S strictly prefers to make the small offer y∗∗(cDh
)

over the big offer y∗∗(cDl
) if and only if s′[1− p− cS] + (1− s′)[1− y∗∗(cDh

)] > 1− y∗∗(cDl
),

which simplifies to s′ <
cDh

−cDl

cS+cDh
+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

≡ scritical ∈ (0, 1). By inspection, we see that

scritical is strictly increasing in τD. Substitution shows that as τD → τDwar(cDl
) (from below),

scritical → 1 (from below). This is all seen in Figure 4.

Case (d): τD = τDwar(cDl
). At this demand level, cDh

accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDh
), and cDl
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accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDl
). However, now it is the case that y∗∗(cDl

) = p + cS, so that S’s

payoff for offering y∗∗(cDl
) is 1− p− cS, her payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is

certain that she faces type cDl
, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns

positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh

) (< p+ cS, and hence leaves her

with more than her war payoff if the offer is accepted) is her unique best response.

Case (e): τDwar(cDl
) < τD < τDwar(cDh

). At this demand level, cDh
accepts any y ≥

y∗∗(cDh
), and cDl

accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDl
). However, now it is the case that y∗∗(cDl

) > p+cS,

so that S’s payoff for offering y∗∗(cDl
) is strictly less than 1 − p − cS, her payoff from war.

Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then any y < y∗∗(cDl

) is a

best response, but if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh

)

(which is still < p+ cS, and hence still leaves her with more than her war payoff if the offer

is accepted) is her unique best response.

Case (f): τD = τDwar(cDh
). At this demand level, cDh

accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDh
), and cDl

accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDl
). However, it is the case (as in case (e)) that y∗∗(cDl

) > p + cS, so

that S’s payoff for offering y∗∗(cDl
) is strictly less than 1− p− cS, her payoff from war. It is

also now the case that y∗∗(cDh
) = p+ cS, so that S’s payoff for offering y∗∗(cDh

) is 1−p− cS,

her payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then

any y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response (this is the set of offers that will be rejected by cDl

), but

if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDh

) is a best

response.

Case (g): τDwar(cDh
) < τD. At this demand level, cDh

accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDh
), and cDl

accepts any y ≥ y∗∗(cDl
). However, it is the case (as in cases (e) and (f)) that y∗∗(cDl

) >

p+ cS, so that S’s payoff for offering y∗∗(cDl
) is strictly less than 1− p− cS, her payoff from
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war. It is also now the case that y∗∗(cDh
) > p + cS, so that S’s payoff for offering y∗∗(cDh

)

is strictly less than 1 − p − cS, her payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain

that she faces type cDl
, then any y < y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns positive

probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y < y∗∗(cDh

) is a best response. Q.E.D.

The following proposition characterizes the four forms that any stabilizing PBE must

take. Let τDl
denote any demand level that only the high-resolve type (cDl

) makes with

positive probability, τDh
denote any demand level that only the low-resolve type (cDh

) makes

with positive probability, and τDp denote any demand level that both types make with

positive probability (the subscript p stands for “pooling”). The proposition establishes that

there are only two broad classes of stabilizing PBE: (i) those in which only τDp exist (class

a in the proposition), i.e., the two types choose the same set of demand levels, as in the

pooling stabilizing PBE constructed in the main text, and (ii) those in which τDp as well

as τDl
exist (classes b, c, and d in the proposition), i.e., there are some common demand

levels but also ones that only the high-resolve type chooses with positive probability, as in

the semi-separating stabilizing PBE constructed in the main text. In particular, note that

in any stabilizing PBE, (a) there is at least one demand level that both types choose with

positive probability (i.e., at least one τDp), and (b) there is no demand level that only the

low-resolve type chooses with positive probability (i.e., there is no τDh
); the low-resolve type

never “fully reveals” himself with positive probability. Hence, there exists no separating

stabilizing PBE (which is stated in Result 1 in the main text). In addition, there exists no

stabilizing PBE in which cDl
chooses some high demand level τDp with probability 1, while

cDh
mixes between τDp and some smaller demand level τDh

. This is worth noting because

in models with two types, informative equilibria often take this form. It will turn out that
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such (partially informative) stabilizing PBE do exist when only the high-resolve type begins

the interaction dissatisfied.

For any given demand level τD that is made with positive probability, we use s′(τD) to

denote the updated (via Bayes’ rule) probability that S assigns to D being the high-resolve

type (cDl
) upon observing that demand level, and if τD ≤ τDwar(cDl

), then scritical(τD) denotes

the critical belief-threshold (at that demand level) above which S chooses to make the big

offer, as seen in Figure 4 (recall that if τD > τDwar(cDl
), then scritical(τD) is undefined, as S

never chooses to make the big offer). Note that the following result holds for all values of

the prior s ∈ (0, 1), i.e., we are not restricting ourselves to the risk-return setting of s < s∗.

Proposition 3 Any stabilizing PBE must have one of the following four forms:

(a) Only τDp exist, and for each τDp, it is the case that (i) τDp < τDwar(cDl
) and (ii)

s′(τDp) ≥ scritical(τDp). Upon observing any τDp, S makes the big offer with the same positive

probability.

(b) τDp as well as τDl
exist (and no τDh

exist), and at least one τDl
< τDwar(cDl

). When S

observes τDl
= τDwar(cDl

) (if there is such a τDl
), her set of best responses is all y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

)

and hence she can be choosing any of these or mixing among them. When S observes any

τDl
> τDwar(cDl

) (if any), her set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
), and hence she can be

choosing any of these or mixing among them. When S observes any τDl
< τDwar(cDl

), she

makes the big offer with probability 1. For each τDp, it is the case that (i) τDp < τDwar(cDl
) and

(ii) s′(τDp) ≥ scritical(τDp). Upon observing any τDp, S makes the big offer with probability 1.

(c) τDp as well as τDl
exist (and no τDh

exist), and all τDl
> τDwar(cDl

). When S observes

any τDl
, her set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl

), and hence she can be choosing any of

these or mixing among them. For each τDp, it is the case that (i) τDp < τDwar(cDl
) and (ii)
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s′(τDp) ≥ scritical(τDp). Upon observing any τDp, S makes the big offer with the same positive

probability, which has to be large enough (but not necessarily 1, as in class (b)) to prevent

type cDh
from deviating from the τDp to the τDl

that elicits the most favorable response from

S (this depends on the particular strategies that S is adopting when she observes any of the

τDl
; see the proof).

(d) τDp as well as τDl
exist (and no τDh

exist), and all τDl
≥ τDwar(cDl

), and one τDl
=

τDwar(cDl
). When S observes τDl

= τDwar(cDl
), her set of best responses is all y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

),

and hence she can be choosing any of these or mixing among them. When S observes any

τDl
> τDwar(cDl

) (if any), her set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
), and hence she can

be choosing any of these or mixing among them. For each τDp, it is the case that (i) τDp <

τDwar(cDl
) and (ii) s′(τDp) ≥ scritical(τDp). Upon observing any τDp, S makes the big offer

with the same positive probability, which has to be large enough (but not necessarily 1, as

in class (b)) to prevent type cDh
from deviating from the τDp to the τDl

that elicits the most

favorable response from S (this depends on the particular strategies that S is adopting when

she observes any of the τDl
; see the proof).

PROOF: The first step is to establish that there cannot exist a stabilizing PBE in which

there is some τDh
, i.e., a demand level that only cDh

chooses with positive probability. We

suppose that there is such a PBE, and then show that it cannot be stabilizing. In any

such hypothetical PBE, when she observes that τDh
, S knows that she faces cDh

and hence

cDh
’s personal payoff for choosing that demand level is p− cDh

(either because S makes an

acceptable offer, if τDh
≤ τDwar(cDh

), or because war occurs, if τDh
≥ τDwar(cDh

)). Hence,

the only way this can be a PBE is if, for every demand level that cDl
makes with positive

probability, with probability 0 S makes the big offer that the high-resolve type would accept;
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otherwise, cDh
has a strict incentive to shift probability from τDh

to that demand level. But

this implies that any such hypothetical PBE cannot be stabilizing.

Thus we have established that there cannot exist a stabilizing PBE in which there is

some τDh
. Two possibilities remain. There might exist stabilizing PBE in which only τDp

exist (this will become case (a) in the proposition), and there might exist stabilizing PBE

in which only τDp and τDl
exist (we will break this into 3 different cases, which will become

cases (b), (c), and (d) in the proposition).

Case (a): First we want to look for the possibility of stabilizing PBE in which only τDp

exist. Suppose there is such a PBE. Because it is stabilizing, there is at least one τDp such

that, upon observing it, with positive probability S makes an offer that the high-resolve type

accepts. That means that this τDp , call it τ
′
Dp
, satisfies τ ′Dp

< τDwar(cDl
) (because we know

from cases (e), (f), and (g) of Proposition 2 that upon observing any τD > τDwar(cDl
), S

cannot make the high offer with positive probability, and from case (d) of Proposition 2 that

if τD = τDwar(cDl
), she can make the high offer with positive probability only if s′(τD) = 1,

which can’t be the case for a pooling demand level τDp). We can also conclude that, for S

to be making the high offer with positive probability upon observing τ ′Dp
, it has to be the

case that s′(τ ′Dp
) ≥ scritical(τ

′
Dp
). If there is only one τDp , we are done. Now suppose there

is at least one other τDp , call it τ ′′Dp
. The only way this can be a PBE is if cDh

’s expected

utility for choosing τ ′′Dp
is exactly the same as for choosing τ ′Dp

(otherwise, cDh
can profitably

deviate by shifting probability to the τDp that gives a higher expected utility). This implies

that τ ′′Dp
< τDwar(cDl

) as well (because if τ ′′Dp
> τDwar(cDl

), then we know from cases (e), (f),

and (g) of Proposition 2 that the best possible offer that S makes, given that it cannot be

that s′(τDp) = 1 for a τDp , is the small offer with probability 1, and if τ ′′Dp
= τDwar(cDl

), then
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we know from case (d) of Proposition 2 that S makes the small offer with probability 1). The

requirement that cDh
’s expected utilities for choosing τ ′Dp

and τ ′′Dp
must be the same then

also implies that S must be making the big offer with the same positive probability when

she observes τ ′Dp
and τ ′′Dp

(because we know from cases (a), (b), and (c) of Proposition 2 that

for any τD < τDwar(cDl
), which is the case for τ ′Dp

and τ ′′Dp
, S’s only possible best responses,

depending on the value of her posterior belief, are to make the big offer or the small offer,

or to mix between them), which implies that s′(τ ′′Dp
) ≥ scritical(τ

′′
Dp
). If there is another τDp ,

call it τ ′′′Dp
, the same must hold. And so on. This gives us case (a) in the proposition.

Case (b): Now suppose there are τDp as well as τDl
. First suppose there is at least one

τDl
< τDwar(cDl

). Upon observing this τDl
, S (knowing that she faces cDl

) makes the big

offer with probability 1 (hence, stabilizing is occurring with this τDl
). Thus, the only way

this can be a PBE is if, upon observing any τDp , S makes the big offer with probability

1 (otherwise, cDh
can profitably deviate by shifting probability from that τDp to that τDl

).

This implies (by Proposition 2) that for all τDp , it is the case that τDp < τDwar(cDl
) and

s′(τDp) ≥ scritical(τDp). This gives us case (b) in the proposition.

Case (c): Now again suppose that there are τDp as well as τDl
, but now all τDl

>

τDwar(cDl
). Upon observing any τDl

, S cannot be making the big offer with positive prob-

ability (by cases (e), (f), and (g) of Proposition 2), and hence for this to be an stabilizing

PBE, it must be that stabilizing is occurring in at least one of the τDp . We can now use the

exact same proof for case (a) (of Proposition 3) to establish that for all τDp , it must be the

case that (i) τDp < τDwar(cDl
), (ii) s′(τDp) ≥ scritical(τDp), and (iii) S makes the big offer with

the same positive probability upon observing any of the τDp . Unlike in case (b), however, we

do not have a strong restriction on what this probability must be. In case (b), the fact that
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there is at least one τDl
< τDwar(cDl

) allows us to pin down that the probability must be 1

(to prevent cDh
from deviating to that τDl

). Now all we can say is that the probability has

to be high enough to prevent cDh
from deviating to the τDl

that elicits the most favorable

offer from S. For any given τDl
> τDwar(cDl

), S’s set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
).

Suppose that for some such τDl
, with probability 1 S is offering some y just slightly smaller

than y∗∗(cDl
). Then cDh

’s personal payoff for deviating to that τDl
is just slightly smaller

than p − cDl
. Hence, to prevent such a deviation, the probability with which S makes the

big offer upon observing any of the τDp has to be sufficiently high. It is easy to see that if

S makes the big offer with probability 1 upon observing any of the τDp , this will prevent a

deviation to the most favorable τDl
, no matter how favorable S is behaving upon observing

that τDl
, but if S is not behaving favorably, the probability can be quite small (but still has

to be positive for this to be an stabilizing PBE).

Case (d): Now again suppose that there are τDp as well as τDl
, but now all τDl

≥

τDwar(cDl
), and there is one τDl

= τDwar(cDl
) (call this τ ′Dl

). There are three possibilities

for stabilizing PBE here: (i) stabilizing is only occurring at τ ′Dl
, (ii) stabilizing is occurring

at τ ′Dl
as well as at least one of the τDp , and (iii) stabilizing is only occurring at at least one

of the τDp (but not at τ ′Dl
).

First consider case (iii). This means that upon observing τ ′Dl
, S makes the big offer with

probability 0. The exact same proof as for case (a) gives the necessary conditions on the

τDp . We also have to stipulate, as in case (c), that upon observing any of the τDp , S makes

the big offer with positive probability high enough to prevent cDh
from deviating to the

τDl
that elicits the most favorable response from S (which now includes τ ′Dl

as well as all

τDl
> τDwar(cDl

), if any).
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Now consider case (ii), which means that S is making the big offer with positive probabil-

ity upon observing τ ′Dl
, and is making the big offer with positive probability upon observing

at least one of the τDp . The exact same proof as for case (a) gives the necessary conditions

on the τDp . We also have to stipulate, as in case (c), that upon observing any of the τDp , S

makes the big offer with positive probability high enough to prevent cDh
from deviating to

the τDl
that elicits the most favorable response from S (which now includes τ ′Dl

as well as

all τDl
> τDwar(cDl

), if any).

Finally, consider case (i), which means that S is making the big offer with positive

probability upon observing τ ′Dl
, but is making the big offer with probability 0 upon observing

any of the τDp . The key here is to realize that the latter also implies that upon observing

any of the τDp , S at best makes the small offer with probability 1. Hence, case (i) cannot

be a PBE because cDh
has a strict incentive to deviate from the τDp to τ ′Dl

. [To see that

the stipulation that S is making the big offer with probability 0 upon observing any of

the τDp also implies that upon observing any of the τDp , S at best makes the small offer

with probability 1, first note that for any τDp < τDwar(cDl
), S’s best response (depending

on the value of her posterior belief) is to either make the big offer or the small offer (or to

mix between them, if the belief equals the exact threshold; this is cases (a), (b), and (c)

in Proposition 2), and hence the stipulation that she makes the big offer with probability

0 implies that she makes the small offer with probability 1. Note that because there is a

τDl
= τDwar(cDl

) (namely, τ ′Dl
), there cannot also exist a τDp = τDwar(cDl

), and hence we

can skip the possibility of such a τDp . For any τDwar(cDl
) < τDp < τDwar(cDh

), S’s unique

best response (because this is a τDp , and hence s′(τDp) < 1) is to make the small offer with

probability 1 (case (e) in Proposition 2). For any τDp = τDwar(cDh
), S’s set of best responses
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is all y ≤ y∗∗(cDh
) (case (f) in Proposition 2), and for any τDwar(cDh

) < τDp , S’s set of best

responses is all y < y∗∗(cDh
) (case (g) in Proposition 2).]

This exhausts all possibilities for stabilizing PBE. Q.E.D.

The following corollary establishes that in any stabilizing PBE, S makes the big offer

with at least the same probability when she observes any demand level that the low-resolve

type (cDh
) makes with positive probability (i.e., the τDp) as she does when she observes

any demand level that the high-resolve type (cDl
) makes with positive probability (i.e., the

τDp and the τDl
, if any). (In the main text, this is stated as Result 3.) Hence, although

there exist partially informative stabilizing PBE (such as the semi-separating stabilizing

PBE constructed in the main text), it is hard to argue that the informativeness is playing

an important role (or any role, for that matter).

Corollary 3.1 In any stabilizing PBE, S makes the big offer upon observing any of the τDp

with at least the same probability with which she makes the big offer upon observing any of

the τDl
(if any).

PROOF: By Proposition 3, we know that any stabilizing PBE must be in one of the four

cases (a), (b), (c), or (d) of that proposition. We know from Proposition 3 that in each of

the four cases, S makes the big offer with the same positive probability upon observing any

of the τDp . Let us denote this probability by b > 0. In case (a), there is no τDl
, and hence the

corollary is true trivially. In case (b), b = 1, and hence the corollary is of course true. In case

(c), S makes the big offer with probability 0 upon observing any of the τDl
, and hence the

corollary is of course true. In case (d), the only τDl
for which S can be making the big offer

with positive probability is τ ′Dl
= τDwar(cDl

). If S is making the big offer with probability

0 upon observing τ ′Dl
, then the corollary is of course true. If S is making the big offer with
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positive probability upon observing τ ′Dl
, then if S is making the big offer with smaller positive

probability upon observing any of the τDp (contrary to the claim of the corollary), then cDh

strictly benefits by deviating from the τDp to τ ′Dl
(recall that all τDp < τDwar(cDl

), and hence

we know from cases (a), (b), and (c) of Proposition 2 that S’s only possible best responses

upon observing any of the τDp are to make the big offer or the small offer, or to mix between

them), and hence this cannot be a PBE. Q.E.D.

A corollary to the following proposition establishes a related point.

Proposition 4 In any stabilizing PBE, there must be a τDp for which scritical(τDp) ≤ s.

PROOF: By Proposition 3, we know that any stabilizing PBE must be in one of the

four cases (a), (b), (c), or (d) of that proposition. First consider an stabilizing PBE in

class (a), i.e., only τDp exist. Let us label these τDp1 , τDp2 , . . . , τDpk
, for any finite positive

integer k ≥ 1 (below, we will discuss the possibility where there is a continuum of τDp).

Let hi > 0 denote the probability with which cDh
chooses τDpi

(i = 1, 2, . . . , k), and li > 0

denote the probability with which cDl
chooses τDpi

(i = 1, 2, . . . , k). In case (a), we know

that Σk
i=1hi = 1 (in fact, this holds in all four cases) and Σk

i=1li = 1 (in the other three cases,

because there are τDl
as well, Σk

i=1li < 1).

Now let us suppose that, contrary to the claim of Proposition 4, it is the case that

scritical(τDpi
) > s for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k (i.e., for all of the τDp). We know from Proposition

3 that s′(τDpi
) ≥ scritical(τDpi

) for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Combining these two, we can conclude

that s′(τDpi
) > s for all i = 1, 2, . . . , k. By Bayes’ rule, this implies that li > hi for all

i = 1, 2, . . . , k. This implies that Σk
i=1li > Σk

i=1hi = 1, which contradicts that Σk
i=1li = 1.

When there is a continuum of τDp , then we just integrate (over the density functions)

rather than summate (over the discrete probabilities), and arrive at the same contradiction.
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In cases (b), (c), and (d), the only difference is that Σk
i=1li < 1 rather than Σk

i=1li = 1, which

is still contradicted by the last step of the proof, and hence the same proof carries through.

Q.E.D.

This proposition, which holds for any value of the prior s ∈ (0, 1), does not seem par-

ticularly insightful or in fact to shed any kind of light on anything. But in the risk-return

setting of s < s∗, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1 If s < s∗, then in any stabilizing PBE, there must be a τDp for which

scritical(τDp) < s∗.

This corollary, which is stated as Result 2 in the main text, establishes that in the

risk-return setting of s < s∗ (so that war occurs with the high-resolve type in the model

without public demands), in any stabilizing PBE, at least one threshold-lowering pooling

demand level is being made, which establishes that the threshold-lowering effect is a neces-

sary condition for agreement to be reached with positive probability with the high-resolve

type. That information-revelation is not necessary is proven simply by the existence of the

pooling stabilizing PBE constructed in the main text. (Note that if s ≥ s∗, then we can con-

struct stabilizing PBE in which no threshold-lowering is occurring (we do so in the proof of

Proposition 5), and hence threshold-lowering is a necessary condition only in the risk-return

setting, which is of course the setting of main interest, as it is the setting in which there is

a risk of war.)

In Figure 4, scritical reaches a minimum when τD = p − cDl
, and this minimum is

scritical,min =
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
(> 0) (this is formally established in Proposition 2). Thus,

we also have the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.2 If s <
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
, then there exists no stabilizing PBE.

We also have the following result.

Proposition 5 If s ≥ cDh
−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
, then there exists at least one stabilizing PBE (in

which in fact agreement is reached with probability 1 with the high-resolve type).

PROOF: We simply construct, for each such value of s, a pooling PBE in which with

probability 1 S makes the big offer upon observing the pooling demand level. For any

s ≥ cDh
−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
, choose a τD for which scritical(τD) ≤ s (as seen in Figure 4, for any s >

cDh
−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
, there is a continuum of such τD, whereas for s =

cDh
−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
, τD =

p− cDl
is the only one). Stipulate that both types choose that τD with probability 1. Then

upon observing this τD, S’s posterior is equal to the prior s, which satisfies s ≥ scritical(τD),

and hence stipulate that she makes the big offer with probability 1 upon observing τD. The

off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs can be anything, because S is already making the big offer

with probability 1 upon observing τD, and hence neither type has an incentive to deviate to

any non-equilibrium τ ′D. Q.E.D.

Combining Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 5, we have the following result (which is stated

as Result 1 in the main text).

Proposition 6 Stabilizing PBE (in which in fact agreement is reached with probability 1

with the high-resolve type) exist if and only if s ≥ cDh
−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
∈ (0, s∗).

1.5 Robustness to Alternative Bargaining Protocols

1.5.1 D Makes a TILI Offer

Denote this offer by (x, 1−x), where x is D’s proposed share and 1−x is S’s proposed share.

If S rejects this offer, war occurs (because D strictly prefers war to the status-quo). Then S
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would accept any offer x ≤ p + cS, and D proposes exactly x∗ = p + cS. The status-quo is

revised in D’s favor, with D getting his most-preferred outcome within the preferred-to-war

bargaining range.

If D can make a public demand, any τD ≤ p + cS is fine, but does not result in any

bargaining-leverage, because D already gets his most preferred outcome. D will never choose

some τD > p+ cS, because then he needlessly pays an audience cost.

In the model with incomplete information and no public demands, both types of D

propose x∗ = p + cS, and the probability of war is 0. In the incomplete-information model

with public demands, for each type ofD, any τD ≤ p+cS is fine (the two types can be pooling,

separating, or semi-separating), but the public demand has no effect on the outcome in terms

of either bargaining leverage (which already fully belongs to D) or the probability of war

(which is already 0).

1.5.2 S (D) Makes a TILI Offer with Probability π ∈ (0, 1) (1− π)

In the incomplete-information model without public demands, both types of D propose

x∗ = p+ cS if D is chosen to make the offer, and if S is chosen to make the offer, she offers

y∗ = p− cDl
if s > s∗, and offers y∗ = p− cDh

if s < s∗.

In the model with public demands, type cDl
never chooses some τD > p + cS, because

then he needlessly pays an audience cost if he is chosen to make the offer, and if S is chosen

to make the offer, his personal payoff is p − cDl
no matter what τD he chooses. Given that

cDl
never chooses any τD > p + cS with positive probability in a PBE, neither does cDh

,

because if he is chosen to make the offer he needlessly pays an audience cost, and if S is

chosen to make the offer his personal payoff is just p− cDh
when S observes that τD (since

it fully reveals that D is type cDh
). Thus, we have the result that neither type of D chooses
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any τD > p + cS with positive probability in any PBE. This rules out any stabilizing PBE

in which at least one type is choosing some τD > p + cS with positive probability, but the

threshold-lowering range is p − cDh
< τD < p + cS, which remains fully intact. All of our

previous results hold, with the exception that stabilizing PBE involving some τD > p + cS

being chosen with positive probability are no longer PBE (but this is not consequential in

any way).

1.6 The Ultimatum-Offer Crisis Bargaining Game with Complete
Information and D is Satisfied (No Public Demand Allowed)

When D is satisfied (i.e., p− cD < q < p+ cS), then in any SPE, D opts for the status-quo

rather than war if he rejects S’s offer. Therefore, he accepts any offer (y, 1 − y) such that

y ≥ q and opts for the status quo for any lower offer. S is indifferent between offering y∗ = q

and some y < q (which still results in the status quo), and hence can be choosing either, or

mixing between such offers.

1.7 D Can Make a Public Demand (Complete Information)

We first present the “partial equilibrium” results (when D is satisfied to begin with, i.e.,

p − cD < q < p + cS), i.e., we present the SPE of the crisis bargaining subgame when D

makes a low, medium, large, or extreme public demand (these results are plotted in Figure

5). We then discuss the SPE of the entire game, i.e., including the demand stage.

1.7.1 Low Public Demand, τD ≤ q

Because no audience cost is paid in the status quo q, D continues to accept any offer y ≥ q,

and opts for the status quo for any y < q. S offers y∗ = q. (Technically, S can instead be

offering some y < q, as this still results in the status quo.)
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1.7.2 Medium Public Demand, q < τD ≤ q(1+aD)−p+cD
aD

(= τDdiss
)

Now leader D’s personal payoff for opting for the status quo is q − aD(τD − q) rather than

q. Suppose that τD > q is small enough that q − aD(τD − q) ≥ p − cD, i.e., D still prefers

the status quo (even with the audience costs paid) to war (this condition can be rewritten

as τD ≤ q(1+aD)−p+cD
aD

, and we will henceforth denote this threshold as τDdiss
= q(1+aD)−p+cD

aD
,

the “dissatisfaction threshold”). Then D’s strategy in any SPE is still to opt for the status

quo if he rejects S’s offer, and hence he accepts any y ≥ q, and opts for the status quo for

any y < q. S offers y∗ = q. (Technically, S can instead be offering some y < q, as this still

results in the status quo.)

1.7.3 Large Public Demand, τDdiss
< τD ≤ (p+cS)(1+aD)−p+cD

aD
(= τDwar)

Now suppose that τD > q is large enough that q − aD(τD − q) < p − cD (this simplifies

to τD > τDdiss
), i.e., τD is large enough that D becomes dissatisfied and prefers war to the

status quo (with the audience costs paid), but τD is not too large (in particular, D’s public

demand is small enough that S still prefers to make an acceptable offer to D rather than let

war break out; more on this below).

When D makes himself dissatisfied by choosing some τD > τDdiss
, then in any SPE, he

goes to war (rather than opting for the status quo) if he rejects S’s offer. Therefore, he

accepts any offer that makes him at least as well off as going to war. Let y∗∗ denote the offer

that makes him indifferent between accepting it and going to war (note that p− cD will not

do, since τD > p− cD), and suppose that y∗∗ < τD (we will verify this below), so that leader

D’s personal payoff for accepting y∗∗ is actually y∗∗ − aD(τD − y∗∗). Then, to solve for y∗∗,

we set y∗∗− aD(τD − y∗∗) = p− cD, which simplifies to y∗∗ = p−cD+aDτD
1+aD

. Setting this strictly
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less than τD and simplifying, we get τD > p− cD, which is indeed the case.

Thus, when τD > τDdiss
, D’s strategy in any SPE is to accept any offer (y, 1 − y) such

that y ≥ y∗∗ = p−cD+aDτD
1+aD

and go to war for any lower offer. The only question that remains

is whether S prefers to offer y∗∗ or to instead propose some y < y∗∗, which leads to war.

Offering y∗∗ is strictly preferred if and only if 1 − y∗∗ > 1 − p − cS, which simplifies to

τD < (p+cS)(1+aD)−p+cD
aD

. In contrast, offering some y < y∗∗ is strictly preferred if and only if

τD > (p+cS)(1+aD)−p+cD
aD

. Therefore, let us denote this threshold by τDwar , the “war-threshold.”

Note that τDwar > p+ cS simplifies to cS + cD > 0, which is indeed the case.

Thus, when τDdiss
< τD < τDwar (let us call this a large public demand), there is a unique

SPE in which S offers y∗∗, and when τDwar < τD (let us call this an extreme public demand),

S proposes some y < y∗∗ in every SPE, and war occurs. If τD = τDwar , then S is indifferent

between proposing y∗∗ and some y < y∗∗, and hence can be choosing either, or mixing.

1.7.4 SPE of the Entire Game

These partial equilibrium results are graphically illustrated in Figure 5 (in which τDdiss
= 0.44

and τDwar = 0.92). Note from the figure that in the entire game, i.e., including the public

demand stage, any demand level τD ≤ q is a SPE demand level. There exists no SPE in which

D chooses some τD > q. If he chooses some q < τD ≤ τDdiss
, then he continues to receive

the status-quo but needlessly pays an audience cost. If he chooses some τDdiss
< τD ≤ τDwar ,

then he gets a bigger offer than the status-quo, but his personal payoff is p − cD, which

is worse than the original status-quo. Similarly, if he chooses some τD ≥ τDwar , then war

occurs, which is worse than the original status quo.
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1.8 The Ultimatum-Offer Crisis Bargaining Game with Incom-
plete Information and Only the High-Resolve Type of D is
Dissatisfied (No Public Demand Allowed)

We are now considering the case where only the high-resolve type of D is dissatisfied, i.e.,

p−cDh
< q < p−cDl

. Then, type cDl
accepts any offer (y, 1−y) such that y ≥ p−cDl

and goes

to war for any smaller offer. Type cDh
accepts any y ≥ q and opts for the status quo for any

smaller offer. S’s payoff for making the large offer of y = p− cDl
, which both types accept,

is 1− (p− cDl
). Her expected payoff for making the small offer of y = q (in fact, any y ≤ q is

fine as the small offer), which only cDh
accepts, is s(1−p−cS)+(1−s)(1−q). Therefore, she

strictly prefers to make the large offer if and only if 1−(p−cDl
) > s(1−p−cS)+(1−s)(1−q),

which simplifies to s > s∗∗ =
(p−cDl

)−q

(p+cS)−q
∈ (0, 1). She strictly prefers to make the small offer

if and only if s < s∗∗, and is indifferent if s = s∗∗. This is the standard risk-return tradeoff

result.

1.9 D Can Make a Public Demand (Incomplete Information)

We now present the analysis of the public demand model with incomplete information when

only the high-resolve type of D begins the interaction dissatisfied (i.e., p−cDh
< q < p−cDl

).

We are again interested in the possibility of stabilizing PBE in the risk-return setting of

s < s∗∗.

We first investigate the possibility of stabilizing PBE based on the threshold-lowering

effect, and then stabilizing PBE in which information-transmission is the reason that agree-

ment is being reached with positive probability with the high-resolve type.
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1.9.1 Threshold-Lowering Effect

In the model without public demands, the small offer that S makes is y = q (if she just wants

to satisfy the low-resolve type), and the large offer is y = p− cDl
(if she wants to satisfy the

high-resolve type as well). If S observes some demand level τD > τDdiss
(cDh

), then the small

offer becomes y∗∗(cDh
) (because the low-resolve type is now dissatisfied), and if the demand

satisfies τD > p−cDl
, then the large offer is y∗∗(cDl

). If the demand satisfies τD > τDwar(cDl
),

then y∗∗(cDl
) > p+cS and hence S never (i.e., no matter what her updated belief s′ is) makes

the large offer (she would rather let war occur), and if the demand satisfies τD > τDwar(cDh
),

then y∗∗(cDh
) > p + cS and hence S never (i.e., no matter what her updated belief s′ is)

makes the small offer (or the large offer, i.e., she only makes offers that are unacceptable to

both types, namely any y < y∗∗(cDh
)).

Note that τDdiss
= q(1+aD)−p+cD

aD
is strictly decreasing in aD (

∂τDdiss

∂aD
= −[q−(p−cD)]

(aD)2
< 0),

and that τDdiss
(cDh

) is not necessarily smaller than p− cDl
or τDwar(cDl

), which are the three

most important thresholds. Therefore, it is useful to break the analysis into 3 cases. In each

case, we want to analyze the equivalent of Proposition 2 (graphically, Figure 4), i.e., how

scritical varies with τD ∈ [0, 1]. Figures 6, 7, and 8 are the equivalent of Figure 4 for cases

(a), (b), and (c), respectively. To preview the main result, as can be seen in the figures, the

threshold-lowering effect only exists in case (a), which is stated as Result 4 in the main text.

Case (a): τDdiss
(cDh

) < p− cDl
. This condition can be simplified to aD >

q−(p−cDh
)

(p−cDl
)−q

(> 0).

If S observes some τD ≤ τDdiss
(cDh

), then the small offer is still y = q and the large offer

is still y = p− cDl
, and hence scritical = s∗∗, i.e., the critical threshold is the same s∗∗ that it

is in the model without public demands. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 6.

If S observes some τDdiss
(cDh

) < τD ≤ p − cDl
, then the small offer is y∗∗(cDh

) and the
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large offer is still p − cDl
. Therefore, S strictly prefers to make the small offer over the big

offer if and only if s′[1− p− cS] + (1− s′)[1− y∗∗(cDh
)] > 1− p+ cDl

, which simplifies to s′ <

(cDh
−cDl

)+aD[(p−cDl
)−τD]

(cDh
+cS)+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

≡ scritical ∈ (0, 1). Note that ∂scritical
∂τD

=
−aD(1+aD)(cS+cDl

)

{(cS+cDh
)+aD[(p+cS)−τD]}2 <

0, and hence scritical is strictly decreasing in τD (in this range of τD). Note that scritical

decreases continuously from s∗∗ as τD increases beyond τDdiss
(cDh

), and that at τD = p− cDl
,

scritical =
cDh

−cDl

cDh
+cS+aD(cDl

+cS)
(i.e., this is the minimum value of scritical in this range of τD).

As seen in Figure 6, the threshold-lowering effect exists in case (a), i.e., there exist τD for

which scritical(τD) < s∗∗. Note that all threshold-lowering demands satisfy τD > τDdiss
(cDh

),

i.e., involve commitment-creation by type cDh
.

If S observes some p− cDl
< τD < τDwar(cDl

) (which is 0.66 in Figure 6), then the small

offer is y∗∗(cDh
) and the large offer is y∗∗(cDl

). Therefore, S strictly prefers to make the small

offer over the big offer if and only if s′[1−p−cS]+(1−s′)[1−y∗∗(cDh
)] > 1−y∗∗(cDl

), which

simplifies to s′ <
cDh

−cDl

cS+cDh
+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

≡ scritical ∈ (0, 1). By inspection, we see that scritical is

strictly increasing in τD (in this range of τD). Substitution shows that as τD → τDwar(cDl
)

(from below), scritical → 1 (from below).

The remaining situations in case (a) (i.e., when S observes even higher values of τD) are

not that important, but are now discussed for the sake of completeness.

If S observes τD = τDwar(cDl
), then the large offer is y∗∗(cDl

) = p+ cS, so that S’s payoff

for making the large offer is 1− p− cS, her payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is

certain that she faces type cDl
, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns

positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh

) (< p+ cS, and hence leaves her

with more than her war payoff if the offer is accepted) is her unique best response.

If S observes some τDwar(cDl
) < τD < τDwar(cDh

), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl
) >
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p + cS, so that S’s payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1 − p − cS, her

payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then any

y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response, but if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh

, i.e.,

s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh
) (which is still < p + cS, and hence still leaves her with more than her

war payoff if the offer is accepted) is her unique best response.

If S observes τD = τDwar(cDh
), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) > p+ cS (so that S’s

payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1− p− cS, her payoff from war) and the

small offer is y∗∗(cDh
) = p + cS (so that S’s payoff for making the small offer is 1 − p − cS,

her payoff from war). Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then

any y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response (this is the set of offers that will be rejected by cDl

), but

if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDh

) is a best

response.

If S observes some τDwar(cDh
) < τD, then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) > p+cS and the

small offer satisfies y∗∗(cDh
) > p + cS. Therefore, if s

′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces

type cDl
, then any y < y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns positive probability to

facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y < y∗∗(cDh

) is a best response (this is the set of offers that

will be rejected by both types).

Case (b): p−cDl
≤ τDdiss

(cDh
) < τDwar(cDl

). This condition simplifies to
(cDh

−cDl
)−[(p+cS)−q]

(p+cS)−q
<

aD ≤ q−(p−cDh
)

(p−cDl
)−q

(> 0).

If S observes some τD ≤ p− cDl
, then the small offer is still y = q and the large offer is

still y = p− cDl
, and hence scritical = s∗∗, i.e., the critical threshold is the same s∗∗ that it is

in the model without public demands. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 7.

If S observes some p− cDl
< τD ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
), then the small offer is still y = q but now
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the large offer is y∗∗(cDl
), and hence S strictly prefers to make the small offer if and only if

s′[1 − p − cS] + (1 − s′)[1 − q] > 1 − y∗∗(cDl
), which simplifies to s′ <

[(p−cDl
)−q]+aD(τD−q)

(1+aD)[(p+cS)−q]
≡

scritical ∈ (0, 1). By inspection, we see that scritical is strictly increasing in τD (in this range

of τD). Note that scritical increases continuously from s∗∗ as τD increases beyond p− cDl
.

If S observes some τDdiss
(cDh

) < τD < τDwar(cDl
), then the small offer is y∗∗(cDh

) and

the large offer is y∗∗(cDl
). Therefore, S strictly prefers to make the small offer over the big

offer if and only if s′[1 − p − cS] + (1 − s′)[1 − y∗∗(cDh
)] > 1 − y∗∗(cDl

), which simplifies to

s′ <
cDh

−cDl

cS+cDh
+aD[(p+cS)−τD]

≡ scritical ∈ (0, 1). By inspection, we see that scritical is strictly

increasing in τD (in this range of τD). Substitution shows that as τD → τDwar(cDl
) (from

below), which is 0.675 in Figure 7, scritical → 1 (from below). Note that scritical increases

continuously as τD increases beyond τDdiss
(cDh

). The threshold-lowering effect does not exist

in case (b), i.e., there exists no τD for which scritical(τD) < s∗∗.

The remaining situations in case (b) (i.e., when S observes even higher values of τD) are

not that important, but are now discussed for the sake of completeness.

If S observes τD = τDwar(cDl
), then the large offer is y∗∗(cDl

) = p+ cS, so that S’s payoff

for making the large offer is 1− p− cS, her payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is

certain that she faces type cDl
, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns

positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh

) (< p+ cS, and hence leaves her

with more than her war payoff if the offer is accepted) is her unique best response.

If S observes some τDwar(cDl
) < τD < τDwar(cDh

), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl
) >

p + cS, so that S’s payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1 − p − cS, her

payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then any

y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response, but if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh

, i.e.,
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s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh
) (which is still < p + cS, and hence still leaves her with more than her

war payoff if the offer is accepted) is her unique best response.

If S observes τD = τDwar(cDh
), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) > p+ cS (so that S’s

payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1− p− cS, her payoff from war) and the

small offer is y∗∗(cDh
) = p + cS (so that S’s payoff for making the small offer is 1 − p − cS,

her payoff from war). Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then

any y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response (this is the set of offers that will be rejected by cDl

), but

if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDh

) is a best

response.

If S observes some τDwar(cDh
) < τD, then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) > p+cS and the

small offer satisfies y∗∗(cDh
) > p + cS. Therefore, if s

′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces

type cDl
, then any y < y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns positive probability to

facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y < y∗∗(cDh

) is a best response (this is the set of offers that

will be rejected by both types).

Case (c): τDwar(cDl
) ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
). This condition can be simplified to aD ≤ (cDh

−cDl
)−[(p+cS)−q]

(p+cS)−q
.

If S observes some τD ≤ p− cDl
, then the small offer is still y = q and the large offer is

still y = p− cDl
, and hence scritical = s∗∗, i.e., the critical threshold is the same s∗∗ that it is

in the model without public demands. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 8.

If S observes some p− cDl
< τD < τDwar(cDl

), then the small offer is still y = q but now

the large offer is y∗∗(cDl
), and hence S strictly prefers to make the small offer if and only if

s′[1 − p − cS] + (1 − s′)[1 − q] > 1 − y∗∗(cDl
), which simplifies to s′ <

[(p−cDl
)−q]+aD(τD−q)

(1+aD)[(p+cS)−q]
≡

scritical ∈ (0, 1). By inspection, we see that scritical is strictly increasing in τD (in this

range of τD). Note that scritical increases continuously from s∗∗ as τD increases beyond
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p− cDl
. Substitution shows that as τD → τDwar(cDl

) (from below), scritical → 1 (from below).

The threshold-lowering effect does not exist in case (c), i.e., there exists no τD for which

scritical(τD) < s∗∗.

The remaining situations in case (c) (i.e., when S observes even higher values of τD) are

not that important, but are now discussed for the sake of completeness.

If S observes τD = τDwar(cDl
), then the large offer is y∗∗(cDl

) = p+ cS, so that S’s payoff

for making the large offer is 1− p− cS, her payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is

certain that she faces type cDl
, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns

positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y ≤ q is a best response.

If S observes some τDwar(cDl
) < τD ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) >

p + cS, so that S’s payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1 − p − cS, her

payoff from war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then any

y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response, but if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh

, i.e.,

s′ < 1, then any y ≤ q is a best response.

If S observes some τDdiss
(cDh

) < τD < τDwar(cDh
) (note that τDdiss

(cDh
) < τDwar(cDh

)

simplifies to q < p+cS, which is of course true), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl
) > p+cS,

so that S’s payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1− p− cS, her payoff from

war. Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then any y < y∗∗(cDl

) is a

best response, but if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then y∗∗(cDh

)

(which is still < p+ cS, and hence still leaves her with more than her war payoff if the offer

is accepted) is her unique best response.

If S observes τD = τDwar(cDh
), then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) > p+ cS (so that S’s

payoff for making the large offer is strictly less than 1− p− cS, her payoff from war) and the
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small offer is y∗∗(cDh
) = p + cS (so that S’s payoff for making the small offer is 1 − p − cS,

her payoff from war). Therefore, if s′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces type cDl
, then

any y < y∗∗(cDl
) is a best response (this is the set of offers that will be rejected by cDl

), but

if she assigns positive probability to facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y ≤ y∗∗(cDh

) is a best

response.

If S observes some τDwar(cDh
) < τD, then the large offer satisfies y∗∗(cDl

) > p+cS and the

small offer satisfies y∗∗(cDh
) > p + cS. Therefore, if s

′ = 1, i.e., she is certain that she faces

type cDl
, then any y < y∗∗(cDl

) is a best response, but if she assigns positive probability to

facing cDh
, i.e., s′ < 1, then any y < y∗∗(cDh

) is a best response (this is the set of offers that

will be rejected by both types).

1.9.2 Stabilizing PBE Based on Information-Revelation

We now want to examine the possibility of stabilizing PBE based on information-revelation,

i.e., PBE in which information-transmission is the reason that agreement is being reached

with positive probability with the high-resolve type (in contrast to stabilizing PBE based

on the threshold-lowering effect). In signaling models with two types, informative PBE are

typically semi-separating (and hence partially-informative rather than fully-informative),

with the weak type choosing the strong type’s signal with positive probability less than

1, with the uninformed actor mixing upon observing the strong signal in such a way that

the weak type is indifferent between the weak signal and the strong signal. We construct

stabilizing PBE of this form (this is stated as Result 5 in the main text), and then construct

fully-separating stabilizing PBE (which, however, do not differ from the semi-separating

PBE in any fundamental way). It is again useful to break down the analysis into the same

three cases that we considered above (in the section on the threshold-lowering effect).
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Case (a): First suppose that we are in case (a), and hence scritical as a function of τD is

as shown in Figure 6. We want to construct semi-separating stabilizing PBE in which cDl

chooses some τDp with probability 1, and type cDh
chooses τDp with probability l ∈ (0, 1)

(hence, the subscript p stands for “pooling”) and chooses some τDh
with probability 1 − l.

It will of course be the case that τDh
≤ q: when cDh

reveals himself, he has no incentive

to demand more than q, because then his personal payoff is either q − aD(τDh
− q) (if

q < τDh
≤ τDdiss

(cDh
)) or p− cDh

(if τDdiss
(cDh

) < τDh
), both of which are strictly worse than

q. We want l to be such that upon observing τDp , S is indifferent between making the big

and small offers (at that demand level), i.e., we want s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp), where scritical

is as shown in Figure 6. (Note than by Bayes’ rule, s′(τDp) =
s

s+(1−s)l
and setting this equal

to scritical(τDp) and solving for l, we get l =
s[1−scritical(τDp )]

(1−s)scritical(τDp )
.) Note that this requires that

τDp satisfy scritical(τDp) > s (since cDl
is choosing τDp with probability 1 and cDh

is choosing

τDp with probability l ∈ (0, 1), it must be the case that s′(τDp) > s; also recall that we are

considering the risk-return setting of s < s∗∗). We want that upon observing τDp , S makes

the big offer (at that demand level) with probability r ∈ (0, 1) and the small offer (at that

demand level) with probability 1−r, where r is such that cDh
is indifferent between choosing

τDp and τDh
(which results in a payoff of q). Therefore, we also require that τDp < τDwar(cDl

),

since for any higher τDp , S is never indifferent between making the large and small offers

(if τDp = τDwar(cDl
), then S is indifferent only if s′(τDp) = 1, which cannot be the case in a

semi-separating PBE, and S never chooses to make the big offer if τDp > τDwar(cDl
)).

Therefore, we have derived two necessary conditions for a τDp that can be used in a semi-

separating stabilizing PBE, namely that τDp < τDwar(cDl
) and that scritical(τDp) > s. Beyond

these two conditions, we also require that τDp > q; if τDp ≤ q, then cDh
cannot be indifferent
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between τDh
and τDp , because then τDp always gives a strictly higher payoff (τDp results in a

personal payoff of p−cDl
with probability r and q with probability 1−r, whereas τDh

results

in q with probability 1). (Hence, it is certainly the case in any semi-separating stabilizing

PBE that τDp > τDh
, i.e., the pooling demand level exceeds the one that only the low-resolve

type chooses with positive probability, which is of course what we would intuitively expect

based on the previous literature on audience costs.)

Any τDp that satisfies these three conditions can be used to construct a semi-separating

stabilizing PBE, and this can be visually seen in Figure 6. For any given value of the

prior s < s∗∗, one can look at Figure 6 and choose a τDp that satisfies all three conditions.

(Note that if the prior s is strictly less than the minimum value of scritical in Figure 6, then

the condition that scritical(τDp) > s is not binding, because it is satisfied for all values of

τDp ∈ (q, τDwar(cDl
)).)

To derive the value of r that makes cDh
indifferent between τDh

and τDp , there are

two cases to consider. If q < τDp ≤ τDdiss
(cDh

), then r is the solution to the equation

q = r(p − cDl
) + (1 − r)[q − aD(τDp − q)], which gives r =

aD(τDp−q)

[(p−cDl
)−q]+aD(τDp−q)

∈ (0, 1). If

τDdiss
(cDh

) < τDp < τDwar(cDl
), then r is the solution to the equation q = r(p − cDl

) + (1 −

r)(p− cDh
), which gives r =

q−(p−cDh
)

cDh
−cDl

∈ (0, 1). Note that if τDp is just slightly greater than

q, then r is just slightly above 0. As τDp increases within the range q < τDp ≤ τDdiss
(cDh

), r

strictly increases (note that ∂r
∂τDp

=
aD[(p−cDl

)−q]

{[(p−cDl
)−q]+aD(τDp−q)}2 > 0) and reaches a maximum value

of r =
q−(p−cDh

)

cDh
−cDl

∈ (0, 1) when τDp reaches τDdiss
(cDh

), at which value r remains constant for

all τDdiss
(cDh

) < τDp < τDwar(cDl
).

Going back to l =
s[1−scritical(τDp )]

(1−s)scritical(τDp )
, which is the probability with which cDh

chooses τDp ,

note that if scritical(τDp) is just slightly above the prior s, then l is just slightly below 1, and
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if scritical(τDp) is just slightly below 1, then l is just slightly above 0. In fact, ∂l
∂scritical(τDp )

=

−s(1−s)
[(1−s)scritical(τDp )]

2 < 0, and hence l is strictly decreasing in scritical(τDp).

All that remains is to specify that S’s off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs are such that if she

observes some non-equilibrium τ ′D (i.e., other than τDh
or τDp), her optimal offer is such that

neither type of D has a strict incentive to deviate to some such τ ′D. Such off-the-equilibrium-

path beliefs can always be constructed. For example, we can easily satisfy this by just

stipulating that if S observes any non-equilibrium τ ′D, she assigns probability 1 to facing cDh
.

(Then for any 0 ≤ τ ′D ≤ τDdiss
(cDh

), S proposes y = q. For any τDdiss
(cDh

) < τ ′D ≤ τDwar(cDh
),

S proposes y∗∗(cDh
), and for any τDwar(cDh

) < τ ′D, S proposes any y < y∗∗(cDh
).)

However, we now discuss what would be “reasonable” off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs

based on the previous audience cost literature, and discuss whether this rules out any PBE.

Based on this literature, we would expect that the probability that S assigns to facing the

high-resolve type should at least be weakly increasing in τD; the higher the demand level

that she observes, the more confident that S is that she faces the high-resolve type.

By Bayes’ rule, s′(τDh
) = 0. We would therefore expect that for any 0 ≤ τ ′D < τDh

(≤ q),

the off-the-equilibrium-path belief satisfies s′(τ ′D) = 0, which works fine (i.e., neither type

has a strict incentive to deviate to any such τ ′D). What about for τDh
< τ ′D < τDp? One

could argue that s′(τ ′D) should remain at 0 in this range, or that it should strictly increase

in this range (i.e., S becomes increasingly confident that she faces the high-resolve type as

she observes higher public demands). Either case is fine. If s′(τ ′D) remains at 0 in this range,

cDh
obviously has no strict incentive to deviate to any such τ ′D. In fact, all that is needed

for cDh
to not have a strict incentive to deviate to any non-equilibrium 0 ≤ τ ′D < τDwar(cDl

)

is that s′(τ ′D) ≤ scritical(τ
′
D). If s′(τ ′D) < scritical(τ

′
D), then S makes the small offer with
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probability 1 upon observing τ ′D, and hence cDh
does not have a strict incentive to deviate

to τ ′D. If s′(τ ′D) = scritical(τ
′
D), then S is indifferent between making the large and small

offer upon observing τ ′D, and hence we just need to stipulate that she makes the low offer

with high enough probability that cDh
does not have a strict incentive to deviate to τ ′D.

(If τ ′D = τDwar(cDl
), then even if s′(τ ′D) = 1, S’s set of best responses is all y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

),

and hence we just need to stipulate that she makes low offers with high enough probability

that cDh
does not have a strict incentive to choose τ ′D. Similarly, if τDwar(cDl

) < τ ′D, then

even if s′(τ ′D) = 1, S’s set of best responses is all y < y∗∗(cDl
), and hence we just need to

stipulate that she makes low offers with high enough probability that cDh
does not have a

strict incentive to choose τ ′D.)

Therefore, suppose that we want s′(τ ′D) to be strictly increasing as τ ′D increases in the

range τDh
< τ ′D < τDp . Because s′(τDh

) = 0 and s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) > 0 (see Figure 6),

there are infinitely many strictly increasing functions s′(τ ′D) that would work.

Recall that s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) ∈ (0, 1). What kind of off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs

would we expect if S observes some τ ′D > τDp , i.e., a higher demand level than the one

that the high-resolve type chooses with probability 1? By the previous argument that s′(τ ′D)

should at least be weakly increasing in τ ′D, we might argue that (i) s′(τ ′D) should remain

constant at s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) for all τ
′
D > τDp , (ii) s

′(τ ′D) should strictly increase from

s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) for τ
′
D > τDp , perhaps eventually reaching 1 and then leveling off, or

(iii) s′(τ ′D) should immediately jump to 1 for τ ′D > τDp and stay constant there. Note that

beliefs of type (iii) do not work in a PBE; cDh
would have a strict incentive to choose some

τ ′D just slightly larger than τDp , as this results in the big offer (and a personal payoff of

p− cDl
) with probability 1.
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Therefore, reasonable beliefs must be of either type (i) or (ii), and this rules out values

of τDp that are not commitment-creating for type cDh
, i.e., any q < τDp ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
). Recall

that we earlier derived that the necessary conditions for a τDp to be used in a semi-separating

stabilizing PBE are that q < τDp < τDwar(cDl
), and that s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) > s. As seen

in Figure 6, this certainly leaves open the possibility of values of τDp that are not commitment-

creating for type cDh
, i.e., any q < τDp ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
) (for which in fact the condition that

scritical(τDp) > s is always satisfied). However, because scritical is strictly decreasing in τD in

the range τDdiss
(cDh

) < τD < p − cDl
, the monotonicity conditions of beliefs (i) and (ii) can

only be satisfied for any p − cDl
≤ τDp < τDwar(cDl

). That is, for any q < τDp < p − cDl
,

there must be some values of τ ′D > τDp for which s′(τ ′D) < s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) (in order

to prevent cDh
from deviating to τ ′D), which violates the monotonicity conditions of beliefs

(i) and (ii) that S’s belief that she faces the high-resolve type should at least be weakly

increasing in τ ′D for τ ′D > τDp .

However, for any p − cDl
≤ τDp < τDwar(cDl

), we can use beliefs of either type (i) or

(ii) (note that if the prior s exceeds the minimum value of scritical in Figure 6, then the

necessary condition that scritical(τDp) > s rules out the use of τDp just a little larger than

p − cDl
). For type (ii) beliefs, we can use any strictly increasing function s′(τ ′D) that never

exceeds scritical(τ
′
D) for τDp < τ ′D < τDwar(cDl

), and for τ ′D ≥ τDwar(cDl
), even s′(τ ′D) = 1

works. Perhaps the most straightforward such belief-system, and which is easily visualized

in Figure 6, is that s′(τ ′D) = scritical(τ
′
D) for any τDp < τ ′D < τDwar(cDl

), and s′(τ ′D) = 1 for

any τ ′D ≥ τDwar(cDl
).

Thus, we can conclude that in case (a), a reasonable restriction on off-the-equilibrium-

path beliefs rules out semi-separating stabilizing PBE in which the pooling demand level
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is not commitment-creating for cDh
. In every reasonable semi-separating stabilizing PBE,

the pooling demand level is commitment-creating for cDh
. Recall also that it is only in case

(a) that the threshold-lowering effect exists, and that all threshold-lowering demands are

commitment-creating. Thus, we can conclude that when the parameters are such that we

are in case (a), all stabilizing PBE, whether they are based on threshold-lowering or partial

information-transmission, involve commitment-creation by cDh
.

How can we compare the two types of stabilizing PBE when we are in case (a)? First

recall that stabilizing PBE based on the threshold-lowering effect only exist when the prior

s is at least as large as the minimum value of scritical in Figure 6; when s is extremely low,

such PBE do not exist. On the other hand, the semi-separating stabilizing PBE exist for

any s < s∗∗, and do not depend on the prior not being too low.

When the prior is such that stabilizing PBE based on the threshold-lowering effect can

be constructed, then such PBE can be constructed in which agreement is reached with

probability 1 with the high-resolve type, and hence the ex ante probability of war is 0.

In all semi-separating stabilizing PBE that satisfy the monotonicity condition on off-the-

equilibrium-path beliefs (i.e., in all reasonable such PBE), agreement is being reached with

the high-resolve type with probability r =
q−(p−cDh

)

cDh
−cDl

∈ (0, 1), and hence the ex ante probabil-

ity of war (s(1− r)) is lower than s (the probability in the model without public demands),

but still positive. When stabilizing PBE based on the threshold-lowering effect exist, they

have a greater stabilizing effect than stabilizing PBE based on information-transmission.

Before moving on to cases (b) and (c), we point out that fully-separating stabilizing PBE

can in fact also be constructed as long as aD ≥ cS+cDl

1−p−cS
, which is the condition under which

τDwar(cDl
) ≤ 1. If this is the case, suppose that cDl

chooses τDl
= τDwar(cDl

) with probability
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1, and cDh
chooses some τDh

≤ q with probability 1. When S observes τDl
, Bayes’ rule

implies that s′(τDl
) = 1, in which case S’s set of best responses is any y ≤ y∗∗(cDl

) (because

y∗∗(cDl
) = p+cS, and hence S is indifferent between making an acceptable and unacceptable

offer). In order for cDh
to not have an incentive to deviate to τDl

, we require that S make

small offers with sufficiently high probability when she observes τDl
(and yet we require

her to make the large offer y∗∗(cDl
) with positive probability in order for this to be an

stabilizing PBE). Suppose that we stipulate that upon observing τDl
, S offers y∗∗(cDl

) with

probability r ∈ (0, 1) and y∗∗(cDh
) with probability 1 − r. Then for cDh

to not have an

incentive to deviate to τDl
, we require that q ≥ r(p− cDl

)+ (1− r)(p− cDh
), which simplifies

to r ≤ q−(p−cDh
)

cDh
−cDl

∈ (0, 1). We can specify the following reasonable off-the-equilibrium-path

beliefs. For any τ ′D ≤ τDh
, s′(τ ′D) = 0. For any τDh

< τ ′D < τDl
, specify that s′(τ ′D) is

a strictly increasing function that never exceeds scritical(τ
′
D), and that approaches 1 as τ ′D

approaches τDl
. For any τ ′D > τDl

, s′(τ ′D) = 1.

Note that even though this is a fully-separating stabilizing PBE, agreement is being

reached with the high-resolve type with at most the same probability with which it is in

the semi-separating stabilizing PBE. Hence, the two types of PBE are not fundamentally

different in terms of outcomes, even though one is fully-separating and the other is only

semi-separating. Also note that in any fully-separating stabilizing PBE, it must be that

τDl
= τDwar(cDl

); if τDl
< τDwar(cDl

), then s′(τDl
) = 1 > scritical(τDl

) implies that S must

make the large offer with probability 1 upon observing τDl
which means that cDh

has a

strict incentive to deviate to τDl
; if τDl

> τDwar(cDl
), then S cannot make the big offer with

positive probability upon observing τDl
(and hence it cannot be an stabilizing PBE). Hence,

the only flexibility in constructing a fully-separating stabilizing PBE is the value of τDh
≤ q
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that we choose, the off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs that we choose, and S’s behavior when

she observes τDl
. But note with regard to this last room for flexibility that in any fully-

separating stabilizing PBE, agreement can be reached with the high-resolve type with at

most probability
q−(p−cDh

)

cDh
−cDl

∈ (0, 1). To see this, note that for the fully-separating PBE to

be stabilizing, S must make the big offer y∗∗(cDl
) with some positive probability r > 0 upon

observing τDl
= τDwar(cDl

) (and smaller offers with probability 1 − r). Depending on how

S mixes over these smaller offers, we can establish that cDh
’s expected payoff when these

smaller offers are made is z, and that z must satisfy z < q (otherwise, cDh
strictly benefits

by deviating to τDl
no matter how small r > 0 is). Then the condition that cDh

not have

an incentive to deviate to τDl
becomes q ≥ r(p − cDl

) + (1 − r)(z), which simplifies to

r ≤ q−z
(p−cDl

)−z
∈ (0, 1). Define rmax = q−z

(p−cDl
)−z

, then ∂rmax

∂z
=

−[(p−cDl
)−q]

[(p−cDl
)−z]2

< 0, and so rmax is

maximized at the lowest feasible value of z, which is p−cDh
(since cDh

can never be forced to

accept an offer that leaves him with less than his war-payoff), which establishes the result.

Note that the fully-separating stabilizing PBE are PBE in which information-transmission

is the reason that agreement is being reached with the high-resolve type with positive prob-

ability, and in which no commitment-creation is occurring (because τDh
≤ q). The following

argument could be given for why the fully-separating stabilizing PBE might be more com-

pelling than the semi-separating stabilizing PBE. In the semi-separating PBE, s′(τDp) < 1,

and one could argue that the most reasonable off-the-equilibrium-path belief is that s′(τ ′D) is

strictly increasing in τ ′D for τDp < τ ′D < τDwar(cDl
) while approaching 1, and that s′(τ ′D) = 1

for τ ′D ≥ τDwar(cDl
). This then raises the question of why cDl

doesn’t choose a τD higher than

τDp , if this causes S to become increasingly confident that D is the high-resolve type. This

argument pushes us to the fully-separating stabilizing PBE, because then s′(τDl
) = 1. But if
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one therefore finds the fully-separating PBE to be more compelling than the semi-separating

PBE, then our point in the main text about audience costs having stabilizing effects on crisis

bargaining even without commitment-creation occurring still stands.

Case (b): Now suppose the parameters are such that we are in case (b), so that scritical

as a function of τD is as shown in Figure 7. For constructing a semi-separating stabilizing

PBE, we have the same necessary conditions for τDp , namely that q < τDp < τDwar(cDl
), and

that s′(τDp) = scritical(τDp) > s. However, notice from Figure 7 that the latter condition is

not binding, because scritical(τDp) ≥ s∗∗ > s for all q < τDp < τDwar(cDl
). The values of r

and l are derived exactly the same as in case (a). The most significant difference between

cases (b) and (a) is that in case (b), because scritical is never decreasing in τD, reasonable

off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs can be constructed even for pooling demand levels that are

not commitment-creating for cDh
, i.e., for q < τDp ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
). As seen in Figure 7, for

q < τDp < p − cDl
, beliefs of type (i) (i.e., s′(τ ′D) remains constant at scritical(τDp) for all

τ ′D > τDp) can be constructed, and for p− cDl
≤ τDp ≤ τDdiss

(cDh
), beliefs of type (i) or (ii)

(i.e., s′(τ ′D) strictly increases from scritical(τDp) for τ
′
D > τDp , perhaps eventually reaching 1

and then leveling off) can be constructed. Either type of beliefs can also be constructed for

any commitment-creating pooling demand level, i.e., any τDdiss
(cDh

) < τDp < τDwar(cDl
).

Thus, in case (b), reasonable semi-separating stabilizing PBE exist in which commitment-

creation (by cDh
) is occurring, as well as in which it is not. As in case (a), fully-separating

stabilizing PBE can also be constructed as long as aD ≥ cS+cDl

1−p−cS
(which is the condition under

which τDwar(cDl
) ≤ 1), but agreement is reached with the high-resolve type with at most the

same probability as in the semi-separating stabilizing PBE.

Case (c): Finally, suppose that the parameters are such that we are in case (c), so that scritical
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as a function of τD is as shown in Figure 8. Everything is the same as in case (b) except that

now every feasible pooling demand level for a semi-separating stabilizing PBE (i.e., every q <

τDp < τDwar(cDl
)) is non-commitment-creating, because τDwar(cDl

) ≤ τDdiss
(cDh

). As in case

(b), off-the-equilibrium-path beliefs of type (i) can be constructed for any q < τDp < p− cDl
,

and type (i) or (ii) can be constructed for any p− cDl
≤ τDp < τDwar(cDl

). Thus, in case (c),

reasonable semi-separating stabilizing PBE exist, and none of them involve commitment-

creation by cDh
. Just as in cases (a) and (b), fully-separating stabilizing PBE can also be

constructed as long as aD ≥ cS+cDl

1−p−cS
(which is the condition under which τDwar(cDl

) ≤ 1), but

agreement is reached with the high-resolve type with at most the same probability as in the

semi-separating stabilizing PBE.

1.9.3 When Do Cases (a), (b), and (c) Exist?

Finally, we discuss in more detail when cases (a), (b), and (c), which are mutually exclusive

and exhaustive, exist. We began this paper by considering the scenario where both types

of D are dissatisfied to begin with, i.e., q < p − cDh
, and then analyzed the scenario where

only the high-resolve type begins the interaction dissatisfied, i.e., p − cDh
< q < p − cDl

.

In this second scenario, we broke the analysis into 3 cases (a, b, and c), and it is useful to

relate how the transition from the first to the second scenario determines which of cases (a),

(b), or (c) will be true. Recall that case (a) is true when aD >
q−(p−cDh

)

(p−cDl
)−q

(> 0), i.e., when

aD is sufficiently large. However, another way of thinking about this condition is to suppose

that we are in the first scenario, where q < p− cDh
, and then we exogenously move q to the

right. Once q just barely exceeds p − cDh
, then we are definitely in case (a), because the

right-hand-side of the condition aD >
q−(p−cDh

)

(p−cDl
)−q

is just barely above 0, and hence is certainly
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satisfied (i.e., for any aD > 0, no matter how small).1 As q moves further to the right, the

right-hand-side of the condition aD >
q−(p−cDh

)

(p−cDl
)−q

strictly increases and in fact approaches ∞

as q approaches p − cDl
. Hence, for any given value of aD > 0, there exists a point strictly

between p− cDh
and p− cDl

such that when q is strictly to the left of this point, we are in

case (a), but not when q reaches or exceeds this point.

Case (b) is true when
(cDh

−cDl
)−[(p+cS)−q]

(p+cS)−q
< aD ≤ q−(p−cDh

)

(p−cDl
)−q

(> 0). It is the case that

(cDh
−cDl

)−[(p+cS)−q]

(p+cS)−q
<

q−(p−cDh
)

(p−cDl
)−q

simplifies to cS + cDl
> 0, which is certainly true, and hence

this range for aD always exists.

Case (c) is true when aD ≤ (cDh
−cDl

)−[(p+cS)−q]

(p+cS)−q
. Note that there exist parameter values

for which
(cDh

−cDl
)−[(p+cS)−q]

(p+cS)−q
≤ 0, in which case this range for aD does not exist.

1Hence, the threshold-lowering effect (and the stabilizing PBE based on it) is “robust” in

the sense that it does not depend critically on both types being dissatisfied, and continues

to exist even as the low-resolve type becomes satisfied.
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Figure 2: D’s Share of the Pie and Personal Payoff as a Function of His Public Commit-
ment/Demand τD ∈ [0, 1], when D is Dissatisfied
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Figure 4: S’s Critical Belief Threshold (scritical) as a Function of D’s Public Commit-
ment/Demand Level (τD)
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Figure 5: D’s Share of the Pie and Personal Payoff as a Function of His Public Commit-
ment/Demand τD ∈ [0, 1], when D Begins the Interaction Satisfied
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Figure 6: S’s Critical Belief Threshold (scritical) as a Function of D’s Public Commit-
ment/Demand Level (τD) in Case (a) (FOR ONLINE APPENDIX ONLY)
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Figure 7: S’s Critical Belief Threshold (scritical) as a Function of D’s Public Commit-
ment/Demand Level (τD) in Case (b) (FOR ONLINE APPENDIX ONLY)
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Figure 8: S’s Critical Belief Threshold (scritical) as a Function of D’s Public Commit-
ment/Demand Level (τD) in Case (c) (FOR ONLINE APPENDIX ONLY)
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